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Help us Preserve Deerfield Resort - DONATE NOW 
    

Recent News & Updates for our 400+ followers... 
  

ANNUAL MEETINGS PLANNED-Because of Covid concerns and possibility overcrowding, we 

have again planned (3) three meetings. Please mark your calendar to attend any one of the 
meetings. May 29th, July 17th, September 4th, 9:00 AM Airport Hangar to be announced. 
  
As we enter the third year of the pursuit to legitimize the Deerfield Property Owners Association, it is 
a good time to say THANK YOU to everyone, both donors and acknowledged supporters, who have 
joined this monumental effort that represents the interest of each and every property owner within 
the Deerfield Resort.  
  
The burden for assuring the future of Deerfield Resort should be shared by every property 
owner.  Everyone has a financial interest at stake and should be keenly interested in what is going on 
to protect and grow their investment.  The resort is peaceful and beautiful; probably a primary reason 
we each chose to obtain property here. However, being realistic, just take a look around the resort; 
road ways are deteriorating, retention walls have failed, preventive maintenance is minimal to non-
existent, rules are not enforced but changed at the convenience and benefit of the developer.  Based 
on the latest 2018 covenants (that are legally being questioned), property owners have no voice in 
the Association and the developer will make all decisions for the resort until such time they decide not 
to. 
  
The TVA permit for a 288-slip commercial marina along the shoreline of the Deerhill Villas requires 
24/7 access into Deerfield.  Our private roads are no longer going to be private as indicated in the 
original “Articles of Incorporation”. The wear and tear is going to speed up the ongoing deterioration – 
all at the expense of each property owner. At a requested public meeting for the dock permit, it was 
also made clear that there are substantial plans for high density, now multi-family, dwellings in the 



Deerhill Villa area. It appears all decisions to this point exclusively benefit the developer financially 
and the interest of property owners is not being considered 
  
Lawsuit 
There have been numerous delays thrown into the path to legally resolve the complaint.  Most of 
these hurdles have been overcome and the next step is to finally be able to present our case to the 
court for a Partial Summary Judgment on April 27th. 
  
This is an important time in this case. There is strength in numbers and we want AS MANY OTHER 
SUPPORTERS as we can get!  There are many trusting homeowners who still have no idea of what’s 
really going on and think there is some hidden agenda behind this effort.  Some have been hesitant 
out of respect to Paul and Madeline, others are hesitant due to fear of retaliation, and others just don’t 
care or don’t want to be bothered.  The volunteer committee respects everyone’s personal opinion on 
this matter. However, the intent is to make sure there is factual information, not rumors and 
propaganda, on which to base your decision. Much of the information is available on our website 
– www.deerfieldtnpoa.org .  
  
Addressing the myth of personal agendas, all of the members of the volunteer committee have 
indicated they will gladly step aside once a legitimate and functioning POA is established. Some have 
indicated they have no desire to serve as an officer in the POA.  No member of the volunteer 
committee has anything to gain personally, their intent is to assure that Deerfield remains THE 
premier resort on Norris Lake, the concept we were all presented with when we purchased our 
property. 
  
If you feel so inclined, please, talk to your friends and neighbors and ask them to consider joining the 
pursuit to form a legitimate and functioning Property Owners Association.  If you know someone who 
has been hesitant or has questions now is the time to assure them this effort is aimed at equally 
protecting everyone’s current and future financial investment in Deerfield and forcing the Developer to 
live up to the covenants, by laws and Articles that they filed with the state in 1986. It’s worth 
asking!  Contacting us at secretary@deerfieldtnpoa.org would be greatly appreciated. 
  
Thank you again for your support.  If there are any questions please ask – we want you to be 
informed with factual information. 
  
Your Volunteer Committee, 
  
Bob & Maryann Hilty, Tom & Merrilee Peck, Fran Painter, Margaret McKeever, Suzanne Hodgers, 
Steve Guy, Dan Valle, Maryanne Rykulski, Loel Crawford, Liz Burton, Steve Dehler, Georgia Sergent, 
Steve Wentzel, Doug Hoover, Mark Thompson, Jeff Morgan 


